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Hide My Browser is a very simple-to-use application designed to quickly hide selected web
browsers, as the name clearly suggests. It features a few handy options that can be seamlessly

figured out by users, even the ones inexperienced with such software. The tool offers support for
Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, Opera and Netscape. Accessibility via the system tray

Installing the program takes minimal time and effort. It create a system tray icon at startup to
easily access it while casually carrying on with normal activity on the computer. Select web

browsers and remap hotkeys As far as configuration is concerned, it is possible to handpick the
exact web browsers to hide, as well as to modify the default hotkeys for hiding, showing,

minimizing and closing them. What's more, Hide My Browser can be password-protected to
restrict user access, and asked to automatically run at system startup until further notice. All

changes are applicable with the click of a button. Evaluation and conclusion Hide My Browser
was minimally invasive during our evaluation. We have not come across any issues, since it did
not hang, crash or pop up error messages. CPU and RAM consumption was low. Too bad that it
does not offer support for Google Chrome, Maxthon and other currently popular web browsers.
Otherwise, the app serves its purpose quite well. Hide My Browser Free Download Link: Link is

in 1 Minute! Hide My Browser is a very simple-to-use application designed to quickly hide
selected web browsers, as the name clearly suggests. It features a few handy options that can be
seamlessly figured out by users, even the ones inexperienced with such software. The tool offers
support for Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, Opera and Netscape. Accessibility via the system
tray Installing the program takes minimal time and effort. It create a system tray icon at startup to

easily access it while casually carrying on with normal activity on the computer. Select web
browsers and remap hotkeys As far as configuration is concerned, it is possible to handpick the

exact web browsers to hide, as well as to modify the default hotkeys for hiding, showing,
minimizing and closing them. What's more, Hide My Browser can be password-protected to
restrict user access, and asked to automatically run at system startup until further notice. All

changes are applicable with the click of a button. Evaluation and conclusion Hide My Browser
was minimally invasive during our evaluation. We have not come across any
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Otherwise, the app serves its purpose quite well.Hide My Browser - Hide multiple web browsers
from the system tray - Hide My Browser is a very simple-to-use application designed to quickly

hide selected web browsers, as the name clearly suggests. It features a few handy options that can
be seamlessly figured out by users, even the ones inexperienced with such software. The tool

offers support for Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, Opera and Netscape. Accessibility via the
system tray Installing the program takes minimal time and effort. It create a system tray icon at

startup to easily access it while casually carrying on with normal activity on the computer. Select
web browsers and remap hotkeys As far as configuration is concerned, it is possible to handpick

the exact web browsers to hide, as well as to modify the default hotkeys for hiding, showing,
minimizing and closing them. What's more, Hide My Browser can be password-protected to
restrict user access, and asked to automatically run at system startup until further notice. All

changes are applicable with the click of a button. Evaluation and conclusion Hide My Browser
was minimally invasive during our evaluation. We have not come across any issues, since
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Hide My Browser is a very simple-to-use application designed to quickly hide selected web
browsers, as the name clearly suggests. It features a few handy options that can be seamlessly
figured out by users, even the ones inexperienced with such software. The tool offers support for
Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, Opera and Netscape. Accessibility via the system tray
Installing the program takes minimal time and effort. It create a system tray icon at startup to
easily access it while casually carrying on with normal activity on the computer. Select web
browsers and remap hotkeys As far as configuration is concerned, it is possible to handpick the
exact web browsers to hide, as well as to modify the default hotkeys for hiding, showing,
minimizing and closing them. What's more, Hide My Browser can be password-protected to
restrict user access, and asked to automatically run at system startup until further notice. All
changes are applicable with the click of a button. Evaluation and conclusion Hide My Browser
was minimally invasive during our evaluation. We have not come across any issues, since it did
not hang, crash or pop up error messages. CPU and RAM consumption was low. Too bad that it
does not offer support for Google Chrome, Maxthon and other currently popular web browsers.
Otherwise, the app serves its purpose quite well.Hide My Browser Full Version features:Hide all
browsers, can be easily be installed on Windows Vista. The web browsers are easy to manage.Hide
each web browser quickly, very easy to use.Hide each web browser, can be easily be installed on
Windows Vista. The web browsers are easy to manage.Hide each web browser quickly, very easy
to use.Hide each web browser, also Password protect to hide browser at startup, if you wish.Hide
each web browser quickly, easy to use.Hide each web browser, only consuming few process, very
easy to use. Once you are done looking over the features of Hide My Browser, you will be well-
prepared to buy. There are only a few limitations, but we have seen very few software developers
actually devote an effort into their business, so these limitations are not a big deal. Here we go:
LOW RAM AND PROCESS CONSUMPTION Hide My Browser will not use an excessive
amount of RAM or CPU. This means that it should not consume a lot of resources (RAM and
CPU) while you are working, even on high-performance computers. INSTALLATION Hide My
Browser

What's New In?

Hide My Browser is a very simple-to-use application designed to quickly hide selected web
browsers, as the name clearly suggests. It features a few handy options that can be seamlessly
figured out by users, even the ones inexperienced with such software. The tool offers support for
Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, Opera and Netscape. Accessibility via the system tray
Installing the program takes minimal time and effort. It create a system tray icon at startup to
easily access it while casually carrying on with normal activity on the computer. Select web
browsers and remap hotkeys As far as configuration is concerned, it is possible to handpick the
exact web browsers to hide, as well as to modify the default hotkeys for hiding, showing,
minimizing and closing them. What's more, Hide My Browser can be password-protected to
restrict user access, and asked to automatically run at system startup until further notice. All
changes are applicable with the click of a button. Evaluation and conclusion Hide My Browser
was minimally invasive during our evaluation. We have not come across any issues, since it did
not hang, crash or pop up error messages. CPU and RAM consumption was low. Too bad that it
does not offer support for Google Chrome, Maxthon and other currently popular web browsers.
Otherwise, the app serves its purpose quite well.Hide My Browser Free Full Version... AstroChart
- Quickly change the background image of your PC. AstroChart is a brilliant, bright and
innovative software that allows you to change the background image of your PC with just a few
clicks. You can also add your favorite, custom images as screensavers. Advanced options allow
you to move and resize windows, control the position and size of the background and set an
opacity level. Similar to similar programs, such as OneTab, or Morpheus, AstroChart is also very
easy to use. With just a couple of clicks, you will be able to change your background images, add
your favorite screensavers or pick a specific wallpaper. If you want to take advantage of the full
potential of AstroChart, you can, for example, add an image as the screen background, making
Windows stay visible and unattended. AstroChart provides quick access to its numerous features
by just using a shortcut, which is placed in the system tray. AstroChart latest features: ✔ Control
your background images with ease ✔ Choose or create new screensavers ✔ Personalize your
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System Requirements For Hide My Browser Free:

Windows 7, 8, 8.1 (64-bit) or 10 (64-bit) 1.5 GB RAM (preferably, 2 GB or more) 20 GB Hard
disk space DirectX 11.0 compatible video card and compatible sound card Buyer Protection: All
package that comes with a warranty can be covered under the buyer protection program. The
buyer is eligible for the replacement or the return for the refund. The buyer protection service is
included in our competitive price and we provide the courier service from the USA
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